
SimplyGo,
ready for a stroll
Quick start guide



SimplyGo - Getting started

On/off button

Alarm silence

Mode selection

Increase/decrease the flow rate

Cannula connector

Select the mode you’ve been prescribed

Pulse mode SimplyGo detects each breath intake and delivers the oxygen
delivery accordingly. 

Continuous-flow mode Continuous oxygen delivery from 0.5 to 2 LPM. 

Sleep mode Pulse mode with an increased detection sensitivity to sense
breath intake more accurately at night. SimplyGo automatically switches to the
last continuous flow setting used if no breath is detected after a period of time.



Charge the battery
or use the charger.

Insert SimplyGo into its
carrying case.

Insert the charged
battery.

Connect a standard
single lumen nasal

cannula. Make sure it is not
pinched or kinked. 
Maximum length up to 9 m (30 ft).

Turn on/off SimplyGo
by pressing the power

button twice.

Select the mode by
pressing the mode (M)

button. Continue pressing 
the Mode button to scroll
through the Pulse, Continuous
flow, or Sleep modes.

Set the flow rate in
accordance with your

oxygen prescription using the
plus (+) or minus (-) buttons.

Make sure you have all
the accessories you

need. Install SimplyGo on 
the cart.

Position the nasal 
cannula on your face

and breathe normally through
the nose.
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Operating SimplyGo



Ready. Set. SimplyGo!

SimplyGo on the plane

SimplyGo battery specification

The United States Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has approved the
SimplyGo for in-flight use on commercial airliners. 

Although the FAA and other international aviation regulatory bodies allow the
use of approved portable oxygen concentrators on commercial airlines, many
domestic and international carriers have additional requirements including
advance notification, and possession of a physician’s letter and oxygen
prescription.

If you are planning to fly with your SimplyGo, contact your airline well in
advance of travel.

Battery autonomy
Pulse mode setting 2* 3 hr 
Continuous flow 2 LPM 54 min

*Based on 20 breaths per minute

Charge time: 2-3 hours per battery when fully discharged


